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Abstract
Conventional coal-based thermal power plants have an average overall efficiency in the range of 35-38 %. Any increase
in the percent efficiency of these power plants, is subjected to constraints posed by maximum and minimum
temperatures, which are restricted by the creep property of materials and ambient temperature, respectively. Hence, an
increase of efficiency beyond certain limits is not possible without optimising the process parameters associated with
reheat and regenerative cycles. In this work, an attempt is made to optimise reheat and regenerative cycle process
parameters such as, reheat pressure, tapping pressure of bled steam, and mass fraction of bled steam, in order to achieve
maximum cycle efficiency. The optimisation of the process parameters was achieved by developing a simulation
program using Microsoft Visual Studio. This program takes into account isentropic efficiencies of turbines and pumps
and pressure drop in the boiler, and it can be used to simulate the optimum operating conditions of multi-stage reheat &
regenerative cycle based thermal power plants. A comparison between the efficiencies of eight kinds of steam power
cycles, at optimised conditions, has been made for different boiler pressures and steam temperatures at the turbine inlet.
This comparison can aid power plant designers in choosing appropriate steam power cycles for a given set of operating
conditions. It is observed that the results obtained from the program, such as, the optimum reheat pressures for two stage
reheat cycles and optimum bled steam tapping pressures for two stage regenerative cycles are in good agreement with
the published literature.
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1. Introduction
Energy conservation and meticulous utilisation of power, is
one of the challenges the world is facing right now, and will do
so in the future. Researchers are finding numerous ways to
utilise energy more efficiently and extract more from a current
system by making several modifications. The simple Rankine
cycle is the basic thermodynamic cycle on which thermal
power plants work. However, the simple Rankine cycle alone
is not used in power plants as it does not provide maximum
possible efficiency for the given operating conditions. Various
modifications such as, the addition of open and closed feed
water heaters, re-heaters, etc., are made with a view of
augmenting the efficiency and improving other operating

parameters such as quality of steam at the turbine exhaust.
Once re-heaters and feed water heaters are in place, optimising
process parameters is essential to obtain maximum thermal
efficiency for given boiler pressure, condenser pressure and
steam temperature at the turbine inlet.
Researchers, with the help of certain assumptions, have been
working process parameters’ optimisation of single and multistage regenerative cycles. Haywood [1] developed analytical
solutions to determine the optimum range of feed heating for a
system having a finite number of feed water heaters. Haywood
[2] investigated the performance of single pump and split pump
schemes in regenerative steam cycles by developing analytical
methods. Horlock [3] performed a simplified analysis to
determine the overall efficiency of a recuperative combined gas
turbine and steam power plant with and without feed water
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heaters. Weir [4] discussed the relationships obtained for the
optimum distribution of heater enthalpy rise in a contact heater
train for various kinds of regenerative cycles.
Investigations have been carried out to improve the
efficiency of reheat cycles also. Habib et al. [5] have worked
on the optimisation of reheat pressures of thermal power plants
with the help of exergy balance equations and first law
efficiency. Ust et al. [6] studied the effect of boiler pressure,
temperature and irreversibility on the thermal efficiency, work
output and optimal reheat pressures for two stage reheat cycles.
Habib and Zubair [7] have done a second-law based
thermodynamic analysis of regenerative-reheat cycle power
plants. Dincer and Al-Muslim [8] have done a thermodynamic
analysis of a single reheat cycle for steam power plants based
on the first and second laws of thermodynamics. Horlock [9]
developed analytical solutions to analyse one stage reheat and
regenerative cycle. Habib et al. [10] have done an extensive
thermodynamic analysis on the optimisation of two stage
reheat pressures for reheat-regenerative cycle based power
plants. They have developed analytical solutions for the cycle
and have performed a thorough irreversibility analysis and
concluded that the first and second law efficiencies are more
strongly influenced by higher reheat pressure than the lowerreheat pressure. Many researchers have used genetic algorithms
to optimise energy consumption and system configuration in
power plants [11-15]. Hajabdollahi et al. [16] have used a
genetic algorithm to maximise the efficiency and
simultaneously minimize the operating cost of steam power
plants. Energy optimisation is a very important in non-power
plant sectors like that of heat engines as well [17].
From the existing literature, it is observed that many
researchers have attempted to optimise the process parameters
of reheat cycles or regenerative cycles considering them
independently. However, most of the thermal power plants
work on combined reheat and regenerative cycles. Hence, it is
essential to optimise the process parameters of power plants
with combined reheat and regenerative cycles. Limited
literature is available regarding optimisation of multi-stage
combined reheat and regenerative cycles, and not many
attempts have been made to develop a program for the
optimisation of process parameters of such cycles. An attempt
has been made, in this work, to develop a program to optimise
process parameters of combined reheat and regenerative cycles,
in order to maximise the cycle efficiency. The program is
developed in Microsoft Visual Studio and the programming
language used is Visual C#.NET. Thermodynamic steam tables
[18] have been used for calculating the optimum process
parameters. The optimised process parameters obtained from
the developed program, have been compared with the data
available in the existing literature.

two stage regenerative cycle. Similar modules, for subcritical
thermal power plants, can be developed for more complicated
situations as well. Operating or input data such as boiler
pressure, condenser pressure, steam temperature at the turbine
inlet, isentropic efficiency of the turbine and pump and
pressure drop in the boiler is entered using a Graphical User
Interface. If the cycle has a re-heater, the reheat temperature is
to be entered also. This input data is capable of analysing the
actual steam power cycle used in thermal power plants. For the
development of the program, a library of functions has been
developed and database of thermodynamic steam tables has
been made; from which the program automatically draws
thermodynamic data.
The flowchart shown in Fig.1 depicts one of the algorithms
developed, applicable to one stage reheat & one stage
regenerative cycle. To start with, the reheat pressure is
initialised to the boiler pressure. Next, the Open Feed Water
Heater (OFWH) pressure is initialised to the reheat pressure
and is reduced in steps of 100 kPa and efficiency ( ) is
calculated every time the OFWH pressure is decremented.
If
is greater than the efficiency obtained in any previous
iteration (
), then the optimum conditions (
,
&
) get updated. When the OFWH pressure
falls below condenser pressure, the reheat pressure is
decremented by 100 kPa and the OFWH pressure is
reinitialised to the reheat pressure. This process continues until
the reheat pressure falls below the condenser pressure. Iteration
numbers (i,j) get updated as shown in Fig. 1. This algorithm
has been developed by decrementing the intermediate pressures
by 100 kPa. However, it is possible to reduce the decrement in
pressure below 100 kPa to get better results; but the change in
efficiency takes place only in the third decimal. Therefore, a
decrement in the intermediate pressures by 100 kPa is a good
approximation.

Fig. 1. One stage reheat & one stage regenerative cycle algorithm.

2. Algorithm and program development
In order to maximise thermal efficiency, by optimising the
process parameters, algorithms have been developed using
fundamental equations and laws of thermodynamics which are
applied to steam power cycles. Separate modules have been
developed for the simple Rankine cycle, one / two stage(s)
regenerative cycle, one / two stage(s) reheat cycle, one stage
reheat & one stage regenerative cycle and two stage reheat &

The program returns the following output: maximum
efficiency, optimum operational pressures of the various kinds
of heaters, and the mass fraction of bled steam. State variables
(
) at the entrance and exit point of each of the
components and
,
and are calculated. Users are also
given
and several other charts to aid them in
analysis.
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3. An application of the program - one stage reheat &
one stage regenerative cycle

Table 2. Output parameters of one stage reheat & one stage
regenerative cycle

In order to illustrate the working of the algorithm and
program, an example is provided. Based on the input
parameters in Table 1, and with the help of the Eqs. 1 to 5,
maximum efficiency of 40.39% is obtained for the optimised
process parameters, which are shown in Table 2. The
schematic diagram (Fig. 2) and a
diagram (Fig. 3) are
shown for the one stage reheat & one stage regenerative cycle.
Table 1. Input parameters for one stage reheat & one stage
regenerative cycle.

Fig. 4. Efficiency vs. OFWH pressure diagram.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of one stage reheat & one stage
regenerative cycle.

If the reheat pressure is constant at
and the
OFWH pressure is decremented from
, in
intervals, a trend is obtained, as shown in Fig. 4. As the OFWH
pressure is reduced, the efficiency increases up to a peak value
of 40.39%. Then it starts decreasing to a minimum value of
39.4% for the given reheat pressure. Tapping bled steam at
4000 kPa does not allow steam to expand sufficiently in the
turbine, as work output is reduced by diverting bled steam at a
higher pressure. Similarly, if steam is tapped off at a pressure
lower than 1100 kPa, the efficiency decreases. This graph
highlights the importance of optimising process parameters, as
the efficiency can vary by at least 1% if the process parameters
aren’t optimised.

4. Program validation

Fig. 3. T-s diagram of one stage reheat & one stage regenerative
cycle.

(1)
⁄

(2)

⁄

(3)

In order to validate the present work, a comparison is made
with the existing literature [10, 18]. An algorithm has been
developed to arrive at isoefficiency contours, as shown in Fig.
5, for different values of first stage and second stage reheat
pressures, while the boiler pressure is constant. An
isoefficiency contour is a curve on which points having the
same efficiency lie. These curves have been generated for ideal
conditions assuming perfect reheat, no pressure drop in the
boiler and isentropic efficiency equal to 100%, as shown in
Table 3.

Energy balance for the OFWH gives
/(
W/

)

(4)
(5)
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Table 3. Input parameters for two stage reheat cycle

can be seen that the efficiency increases from A to E and then
decreases from E to H, which is similar to the trend observed
for a one stage regenerative cycle. The above results are in
good agreement with Haywood [19], who states that the
optimum reheat pressure for a single stage reheat cycle falls
between 20-25 % of the boiler pressure. The point
corresponds to the simple Rankine cycle efficiency.

5. Results and discussion
5.1 Two stage regenerative cycle
In the present analysis, isoefficiency contours have been
generated for a two stage regenerative cycle, as shown in Fig.
6. The contours have been generated for ideal conditions and
for the input as shown in Table 4. The process of generation of
the contours is similar to the two stage reheat cycle. Instead of
first stage and second stage reheat pressures, first stage and
second stage OFWH pressures are used. Using the data
generated, isoefficiency contours for different values of
and
ratios have been plotted.
Table 4. Input parameters for two stage regenerative cycle

Parameter

Value

Fig. 5. Isoefficiency contours - two stage reheat cycle.

To begin with, the first stage reheat and second stage reheat
pressures are initialised to the boiler pressure. The second stage
reheat pressure is reduced in steps of 100 kPa until it is less
than the condenser pressure. The thermal efficiency is
calculated each time the second stage reheat pressure is
decremented. Then the program reduces the first stage reheat
pressure by 100 kPa and the second stage reheat pressure is reinitialised to the first stage reheat pressure. The second stage
reheat pressure is decremented until it is less than the
condenser pressure. This process goes on until the first stage
reheat pressure falls below the condenser pressure. Using the
data generated, isoefficiency contours for different values of
and
ratios have been plotted.
Isoefficiency contours obtained from the present work are
compared with similar plots developed by Habib et al. [10].
They found out that the maximum efficiency for a two stage
reheat cycle occurs when the first stage reheat pressure is 25%
of the boiler pressure and the second stage reheat pressure is
4.4% of the boiler pressure. Maximum efficiency, as per the
present work, occurs when the first stage and second stage
reheat pressures are 25% and 5.56% of the boiler pressure,
respectively. It is observed that the results are in close
agreement with the existing literature.
The straight line
represents the case of a one
stage reheat cycle. The constant efficiency contour of
is tangential to this line at point E
, or 25%
of the boiler pressure, as indicated in Fig. 5. This is the
maximum efficiency achievable for a one stage reheat cycle at
the given operating conditions. As the reheat pressure is
decreased from the boiler pressure to the condenser pressure, it

Fig. 6. Isoefficiency contours - two stage regenerative cycle.

Schaff originally made an assumption that along a turbine
expansion line the difference between the local enthalpy ( )
and the liquid enthalpy ( ) remains unchanged, i.e.
=
constant [9]. From Fig. 7, this assumption implies
constant.
This
assumption was used by Haywood [1,19] to derive an
expression, Eq. 6, for calculating the optimum pressures of nstage ideal regenerative cycle. ∆ and
are illustrated by
Fig. 7, more clearly.
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Fig. 7. T-s diagram of two stage regenerative cycle

n / (n+1) ∆

;

(6)

when n=1,
and when n=2,

(6.1)
;

(6.2)

Based on the above expression, and for the input parameters
(Table 4) of a two stage regenerative cycle; to get maximum
efficiency, the bled steam should be tapped from the turbine at
pressures of 5125 kPa and 2120 kPa. The maximum efficiency,
thus obtained, is 45.62%. From Fig. 6, the program gives a
maximum efficiency of 46.04%. The difference of 0.42% can
be attributed to the fact that the program takes into account the
actual specific enthalpy drop of steam at different stages of
regeneration and that Schaff’s assumption is found to be valid
over a limited pressure range, usually at lower pressure levels
[9]. From Fig. 6, it can be concluded that the optimum bled
steam tapping pressures for a two stage regenerative cycle are
26% and 3.5% of the boiler pressure, for the given operating
conditions. The program has the capability of taking into
account actual conditions, whereas Eq. 6 has been developed
for ideal conditions only. Such isoefficiency contours can be
generated for any operating conditions.
5.2 Comparison of various steam power cycles
Fig. 8 represents the maximum possible efficiency, at
optimised conditions, for each of the steam power cycles, at a
particular boiler pressure; which is varied from 10000 kPa to
22000 kPa in steps of 1000 kPa. The condenser pressure and
steam temperature at turbine inlet are kept constant at 10 kPa
and 540 , respectively. The isentropic efficiency of 100% has
been assumed for the turbines and pumps of all the cycles. For
any boiler pressure, it is observed that the two stage reheat &
two stage regenerative cycle gives maximum efficiency. Two
stage reheat & one stage regenerative cycle has the second
highest efficiency for all boiler pressures. It is observed that
for higher boiler pressures, two stage regenerative cycle has
slightly greater efficiency than one stage reheat & one stage
regenerative cycle; whereas one stage reheat & one stage
regenerative cycle is more efficient at lower boiler pressures.
Similarly, one stage regenerative cycles are more efficient at
higher pressures than a two stage reheat cycle; whereas the
latter is slightly more efficient at boiler pressures below 12000
kPa. At pressures above 19000 kPa, the one stage regenerative
cycle is nearly 0.6% more efficient than the two stage reheat
cycles. Simple Rankine cycles give the least efficiency for all
boiler pressures. One stage reheat cycles give the second
lowest efficiency.

Fig. 8. Effect of boiler pressure on thermal efficiency for different
steam power cycles with
= 540 .

Many existing thermal power plants are operating with
steam temperature of 540
at the turbine inlet. However,
more recently, power plants with new materials are capable of
withstanding steam temperature of 600 at the turbine inlet.
Hence, an attempt is made to study the efficiency change for
different steam power cycles for the maximum permissible
steam temperature of 600 , keeping the condenser pressure at
10 kPa. The trends observed, which are shown in Fig. 9, for
two stage reheat & two stage regenerative cycle, two stage
reheat & one stage regenerative cycle, one stage reheat cycle
and simple Rankine cycle are the same as compared to the case
of
540 . The trends for the other four cycles are similar.
However, the pressure at which the efficiency of two stage
regenerative cycle and the one stage reheat & one stage
regenerative cycle becomes equal, gets shifted to a higher
value. Similarly, the efficiency of the one stage regenerative
cycle and the two stage reheat cycle becomes equal at 19000
kPa. Similar graphs can be generated for other operating
conditions as well, taking into account isentropic efficiencies
and pressure drops.

Fig. 9. Effect of boiler pressure on thermal efficiency for different
steam power cycles with
= 600 .
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6. Conclusions
The decision of choosing an appropriate steam power cycle,
such as a reheat cycle, a regenerative cycle or a combined
reheat & regenerative cycle, for a given set of operating
conditions, to increase thermal efficiency, is always an
important and challenging task. In order to maximise thermal
efficiency, the developed program is useful in identifying the
type of cycle, along with the optimum operating conditions.
The program can be used by designers for an initial feasibility
analysis in thermal power plants to investigate the effect of cost
structure. The developed program would help for the
enhancement of energy generation by power plants, and thus
benefits investment returns. From the present work, it is
observed that the optimum reheat pressures for a two stage
reheat cycle are in close agreement with the reported values.
The maximum efficiency obtained for given boiler pressure,
steam temperature at the turbine inlet and condenser pressure
for a two stage regenerative cycle is better than those
mentioned in the literature. The developed program has
potential for simulating various kinds of vapour power cycles
for fluids other than water, binary vapour cycles and
supercritical cycles.

Nomenclature
pressure,
boiler pressure,
condenser pressure,
pressure drop in boiler,
first stage reheat pressure,
second stage reheat pressure,
PHP first stage OFWH pressure,
PLP

second stage OFWH pressure,
temperature,
temperature at turbine inlet,
reheat temperature,
cycle efficiency
isentropic efficiency of turbine
isentropic efficiency of pump
mass fraction of bled steam at first stage of regeneration
mass fraction of bled steam at second stage of regeneration
specific enthalpy,

⁄

quality of steam at turbine exhaust
net work output,
heat input,
∆

⁄

⁄

difference between boiler saturation temperature
and condenser temperature,

total temperature rise of feedwater,
Subscripts
iteration number of reheat
iteration number of OFWH
optimum value
maximum
Acronyms
OFWH

Open Feed Water Heater

HPT

High Pressure Turbine

LPT

Low Pressure Turbine
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